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Infrared Absorption in Acetanilide by Solitons

G. Careri, U. Buontempo, and F. Carta
Istituto di I'isica, Universita di Roma, I-00~85 Roma, Italy

and

E. Gratton
DePartrnent of Physics, University of Illinois, ghana, Illinois 61801

A. C. Scott~ ~

(Received 26 January 1983)

The infrared spectrum of acetanilide shows a new band that is red shifted from the
main amide-I maximum by about 15 cm, the intensity of which increases at low tem-
perature. It is suggested that this band may arise from the creation of amide-I solitons
that are similar (but not identical) to those proposed by Davydov for the alpha helix in
proteins.

PACS numbers: 78.30.Jw

In acetanilide (CH, CONHC6H, )„or ACN, two
close chains of hydrogen-bonded amide groups
run through the crystal providing an interesting
model for a one-dimensional array of hydrogen
bonds, a system of obvious biological interest. '
The ir spectrum has been studied at room tem-
perature, ' and the crystal structure has been
determined. ' As previously briefly reported, '
we found, close to the conventional amide-I
(essentially C = 0 stretching) band, a new ba, nd of
uncertain origin.

In this Letter we discuss the results of experi-
ments that have been performed on ACN and
some ACN derivatives in several different physi-
cal preparations. Polycrystalline ACN samples
were prepared in pellet form by finely mixing
ACN microcrystals and ir grade KBr. Amorphous
ACN samples were prepared by vacuum deposi-
tion on Irtran II windows of evaporated ACN.
The most relevant features of the ir experiments
can be summarized as follows:

(1) On cooling of crystalline ACN samples, a,

new band appears at 1650 cm ' (Fig. 1). No oth-
er major changes occur in the ir spectrum from
4000 to 800 cm '. The intensity of this new
band steadily increases from room temperature
to 70 K, then increases slowly down to 4 K (Fig.
2) ~ The band at 1650 cm ' is not present in
amorphous samples but after annealing of the
amorphous material it is fully recovered.

(2) We assigned the new band at 1650 cm ' to
an amide-I component on the following bases:
(i) "N substitution which induces a small shift
on the amide-I at 1665 cm ' also shifts the new
band by the same amount (Fig. 3). (ii) Deuterium

substitution at the NH position strongly affects
both the amide-l and the new band in a complex
way that will be reported at a, later time. (iii)
Upon cooling a parallel decrease of the normal
amide-I integrated absorption and increase of
the 1650 band integrated absorption is observed.
(iv) The 1650 band and the amide-I band show
the same dichroism over the temperature range
investigated.

(3) Several other experiments have been per-
formed in order to clarify the nature of the 1650
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I'IG. 1. ir spectra of crystalline ACN in the amide-I
region (solid line, 300 K; dotted line, 80 K).
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to give

iha„, —(E, —2J)a„,+ J(a„„,—2a„, +a„, ,) + (g '/m~or ~') I a„,I'a„,= L a„~ . (3)

Approximating (3) by a partial differential equation in which the integers n are replaced by a continu-
ous spatial variable $ =nb (where 5 is the longitudinal distance between amide-I bonds), scaling the
space variable by $ = b(J/R)~'», and scaling amplitudes by a„=(h/J)' 4 A„puts the dynamic equations
into the form of the soliton equations, '

iA, —5 '(E, —2J)A, +A, „„+u I A, I A, =—h 'LA~,

iA, - & '(E, -2J)A, +A, ,„„+u IA. I'A, = S-'LA„

where u —= y /m~&u~ (RJ)' sec . Equations (4) have the energy functional

& =(E, —2J)(IA, I'+ IA. I') +L(A, *A, +A,A. ') +&[(IA,..I'+ IA, ,„I') - 2u(IA, I'+ IA, I')].

(4b)

(5)

To interpret the spectra shown in Fig. 1 we consider three ir-active solutions of (4) that satisfy the
single-quantum condition J (I A, I'+ IA, I')d» = 1:

(1) Symmetric exciton at 0 =0. In this case A, =A~=AD exp[-it(E, -2J+L)/h] where A, ' equals the
number of amide-I bonds in the crystal. From (5) the exciton energy is E,=ED-2J+L.

(2) Symmetric soliton on two chains. Again we take

A, =A, =(u/32)'~'sech(u»/8) exp(-it [(E,—2J+L)/h —u'/64] j,
and the energy in joules is

E2=EO-2J+L —y /(192(u~ m~ J).
(3) Soliton on a single chain. In this case A, = 0 and

A, = (u/8)'~~ sech(u»/4) exp(-it [(Eo —2J)/5 —u /16] j
so that the energy is E, =E, —2J- y4/48~~4m~'J.

To obtain numerical values for these expres-
sions we calculate the dipole-dipole interaction
energies in the usual approximation~"" as 4
=5.8 cm ' and L=1.7 cm ', and we assume ~~
to be the frequency of the amide-V mode (CN
torsion and NH out-of-plane bending) at 700
cm ''"

Taking E, = 1665 cm ' and supposing that the
new peak may arise either from absorption by a
symmetric soliton (E,=1650 cm ') or by a single-
chain soliton (E, = 1650 cm '), we obtain g = 2.7
& 10 "N and 1.9 x10 "

N, respectively. From
analysis of the experimental amide-I frequencies
and the corresponding hydrogen bond lengths,
we obtain a value for the change in amide-I vibra-
tional energy per unit of longitudinal stretching
of the adjacent hydrogen bond in the range (1.0-
1.4) &&10 '0 N. A recent self-consistent-field cal-
culation of this parameter indicates a value in
the range 0.3-0.5 N. ' The numerical results
shouM be considered only as the best currently
available, noting several sources of uncertainty:
(i) Our treatment accounts only for nearest-
neighbor dipole interactions. (ii) In calculating
dipole interaction energies we have assumed the
dielectric permittivity of the vacuum. (iii) We

calculate energies from (5) which depends upon
a continuum approximation to (3). (iv) We com-
pare evaluations of the change of amide-I energy
per unit of out-of -plane proton displacement (g
with calculations of the change per unit of longi-
tudinal displacement.

Davydov' suggests that soliton excitation direct-
1.y by light will be small for two reasons. First
the radiation lifetime for excitons, T,„, is re-
lated to the radiation lifetime of an isolated
amide-I bond, T„by T,„=(b/A)T, where 5 is
the distance between amide-I bonds. This im-
plies that the corresponding absorption cross
sections stand in the ratio o,/o, „=b/A «1. Al-
though true, these facts do not influence the re-
sults of an absorption experiment because the
number of ir-active exitons per unit distance in
the beam direction is 5/A. times the correspond-
ing number of amide-I bonds. Thus the total ab-
sorption from the beam will be the same whether
one considers it to be caused by excitons or by
individual amide-I bonds. Davydov's second
point about direct soliton absorption of light is
that there is not sufficient time for the necessary
lattice distortion to take place while the photon
is being absorbed (Franck-Condon principle). In
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our case this does not apply because we do not 1

require lattice distortion to form a soliton but
only displacement of the ground state of the
hydrogen-bonded proton. From (2) this can oc-
cur in a time of order ~~ which is close to a .5-
period of amide-I oscillation. We expect the
low-temperature intensity of the soliton line to
be larger than that of the amide-I line because a
soliton is spread over several amide-I bonds,
and this is seen in Fig. 1.

To estimate the temperature dependence of the
maximum absorbance of the 1650-cm ' line (Fig.
2), we consider thermal fluctuations of the pro
ton about its mean position. Equation (1) shows
that such fluctuations detune the soliton from the
incident beam and reduce absorbance. If we assume that
state to ~g) =a(0)+b~ 1) where a =[1-exp(-k&D/kT))"' and

1 ~ 10" newtonsX=4 2

I

300
I

100 200 400

TEMPERATURE (K)

FIG. 4. Data points (circles) show the decrease of
maximum absorbance with temperture from Fig. 2.
The smooth curves are calculated from Ref. 6.

a proton is raised slightly above its ground

b = exp(-h(u~/2k T)[1—exp( R(u~/k-T) )j~',

its average position (dropping subscripts) is (y~y ~ y) =y+y r(t) where

y ~ = exp —
2~

1 —exp —=-~ cos~ ~ t.

Replacing y by y+yr in (1) we calculate the thermal detuning as e =~,„coscu~t where

exp — — ~ 1 -exp— (6a.)

A(T) =~ tan '( *) . (6b)

In Fig. 4 we plot (6) for cuD =700 cm ',
=7.1 cm ', and representative values of y. Best
agreement with measured values is obtained for
g~ 2x10 ' N.

In conclusion we remark that we have confirmed
the 1650-cm 'band shown in Fig. 1 in many ex-
periments over the past decade, but these meas-
urements were not published because a theoreti-
cal assignment was not available. Our soliton
model seems to provide an explanation for this
persistent experimental fact.

This work was supported in part by a grant
from the Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche,
Italy, and by I aboratori Ricerche di Base, SNAM-

Progetti at Monterotondo.

Assuming the probability of detuning to be
(2m~„)-' for ~&u~ &~~„and zero otherwise, and

approximating the low-temperature shape of the
1650-cm ' line by a Lorentzian function of half
width Aced, we calculate the relative maximum ab-
sorbance

A(T) =- ~ „'J™x
[1+(2(u/A(u)'] 'd(u

to be
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